
Live music for Charlie’s Irish Pub in the Historic Water 

Street Inn located in downtown Stillwater.  Charlie’s 

Pub features live Irish music every Friday and Saturday 

night from 7:30pm to 11:30pm   

 

 

 

 

July 24th & 25th  – Tom Dahill 
Tom Dahill and Ginny Johnson are superb entertainers with a fantastic repertoire of old 

Irish songs and dance tunes that you won't hear from anyone else. They have command of 
many instruments between them; Irish button accordion, concertina, uilleann pipes, fiddle, 
whistle, bodhrán, guitar and they sort of juggle these instruments between them to suit the 
sounds to fit the venue as they go along through their performances. This is the music that 

is part of the soul of Ireland 

 

July 31st & August 1st - Bedlam 

Bedlam is a band born out of the talent pool of the MN Renaissance Festival. Over the 
years, the band has had a diverse sound and many different members. Its recent incarnation 
is a folk band with a hippie attitude. Many familiar songs with a different slant along with 
some original material as well. As the name implies a stage with this group on it is not a 

very stable one and you never know who may show up and sit in on a set. 

 

August 7th & 8th  – Legacy  
Based in the Twin Cities of Minnesota, Legacy has been playing Celtic traditional tunes 

and pub-style songs in a way that sets it apart from other bands. Legacy offers a balanced 

selection of songs (traditional pub, ballad, and contemporary styles) and dance tunes 

(traditional and stylized arrangements). 

August 14th & 15th - Mac & Cheese 

(Pete McCauley & Tim Cheesebrow) 

P erf ec t  f o r  C arrous ing  Fun music with lots of energy. Melodies that 

almost beg to be sung with a glass of stout 

 

August 21st & 22nd  - Broken Spoke 

A high-energy Irish/folk band based in Saint Paul, MN highlighting the sweet stringed 
sounds of the fiddle, stand-up bass, guitar, and mandolin. Traditional Irish Music and 

Irish Rock with a twist! Broken Spoke never fail to deliver an outstanding performance 
that will have you up on your feet before you know it! 

 

August 28th & 29th  - Rocket Soul Choir 
"Northern Irish, singer songwriter, Leslie Rich will be appearing with his band Rocket Soul Choir for a unique performance at  

Charlie's Pub, Stillwater on September 9th & 10th. It will be an acoustic, stripped back 

performance from their usual guitar led rock. Expect some great guest musicians and treats 

from Leslie's extensive catalogue. From his rock band, back in Belfast in the 90's, his time 

with A Little Of The Ready and Hounds Of Finn here in the US to his upcoming EP on 

Loud Folk Records, you can be guaranteed an enjoyable musical journey." 

September 4th & 5th  – Paul and Lorraine 
Paul and Lorraine started with a rouge folk band (Folk Underground), then split off to form their own duo.  They bring a wide 

variety to the table, including: lots of drinking, lots of losing your love, plenty of death, doom, 

and destruction, along with happy little nights in the Pub. They take requests and will play 
almost anything (if they know about half of it!)  

 

 


